
BOSTON BRAVO® II

The Boston Bravo II is a compact multipurpose, high

performance loudspeaker whose unique design allows

it to fit discreetly anywhere in your home especially on

walls, in corners, and other tight locations. Sometimes

called the on-wall/in-wall, the Bravo I I is the perfect

choice when you want the speaker to disappear, but

can’t cut holes in your walls. Its metal grille and

contemporary styling also make it the ideal solution

for flat panel TV sound.
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Your Sound Solution™

The Bravo I I ’s quarter-cylinder, wedge-shaped housing contains a

41⁄2-inch woofer and a 1-inch VR® aluminum dome tweeter with AMD™.

An adaptable mounting bracket allows it be placed in a wide variety

of locations for optimum sound quality and three-dimensional

imaging.When a pair is placed vertically in the corners of a room,

the Bravo I I creates a surprisingly wide sonic window, providing true

stereo sound reproduction over a broad area.A unique air channel

leading to the exterior vent contributes to the speaker’s thin profile

while allowing it to breathe openly and provide deep bass response.

SPECIFICATIONS BRAVO II BRAVO II CENTER
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (±3dB) 80Hz–20kHz 80Hz–20kHz

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 15–125 watts 15–125 watts

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE 8 ohms 8 ohms

SENSITIVITY [1 watt (2.83v) at 1m] 89dB 89dB

BASS UNIT 41⁄2" (115mm) 41⁄2" (115mm)

TWEETER 1" (25mm) aluminum dome w/AMD™ 1" (25mm) aluminum dome w/AMD™

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY 3000Hz 2500Hz

WEIGHT 5 lbs (2.25kg) 5.5 lbs (2.5kg)

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD) 69⁄16 x 143⁄8 x 43⁄8" 61⁄2 x 143⁄8 x 43⁄8"
(167 x 366 x 112mm) (167 x 366 x 112mm)

FINISH Black, white, or silver Black only

Unique wedge-shape design
allows for placement in corners,
ceilings, and other tight locations

Accurate sounddispersion in both
vertical and horizontal positions

Aluminum dome tweeter with
AMD™ delivers smooth, natural
highs

Versatile mounting brackets and
hardware included

Available in black, white or silver
with matching metal grille 

Special center channel is
magnetically shielded

CORNER / Corner placement is discreet
yet ideal for theater, stereo, or
whole-house applications. Its unique
bracket and 90° corner inserts create
a tight, flush fit to any ceiling.

WALL / Mounting Bravo II flush to a
wall is equally simple when the corner
inserts are removed from the bracket.

CEILING / Horizontal placement in the
wall/ceiling corner offers exceptional,
wide-area dispersion, and the ultimate in
out-of-the-way placement—perfect for
commercial applications too.

FLOOR / For a completely hidden system,
or a unique surround effect, Bravo II can
also be positioned in the corner of a
floor and wall.

BRAVO II CENTER CHANNEL / When it comes
to reproducing critical on-screen dialogue,
the magnetically shielded Bravo II Center
is right at home on top of your TV.
(available in black only)

Vented enclosure extends
low frequencies

Mount Bravo II directly to a 
single gang electrical block in
new construction 

To match any décor, the Bravo I I is available in black, white, or silver.

The Boston Bravo I I Center channel is available with MagnaGuard®

magnetic video shielding for use with conventional tube televisions.




